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ABSTRACT

Mixed operation with both centrifugal and reciprocating
compressors in a compression plant poses significant operational
challenges as pressure pulsations and machine mismatches lead to
centrifugal compressors’ instabilities or poor performance.
Arrangements with reciprocating compressors placed in series
with centrifugal compressors generally lead to higher
suction/discharge pulsations on the centrifugal compressor than
conventional parallel operation. This paper demonstrates that by
properly analyzing and designing the interconnecting piping
between the compressors, utilizing pulsation attenuation devices,
and matching the compressors’ volumetric-flow rates, a satisfactory
functional compression system design can be achieved for even the
worst cases of mixed centrifugal and reciprocating compressor
operation. However, even small analysis errors, design deviations,
or machine mismatches result in a severely limited (or even
inoperable) compression system. Also, pulsation attenuation often
leads to a significant pressure loss in the interconnect piping
system. Utilizing analysis tools in the design process that can
accurately model the transient fluid dynamics of the piping system,
the pulsation attenuation devices, and the compressor machine
behaviors is critical to avoid potentially costly design mistakes and
minimize pressured losses. This paper presents the methodology and
examples of such an analysis using a 1-D transient Navier-Stokes
code for complex compression piping networks. The code
development, application, and example results for a set of mixed
operational cases are discussed. This code serves as a design tool
to avoid critical piping layout and compressor matching mistakes
early in the compressor station design process.

INTRODUCTION

The mixed operation of centrifugal and reciprocating compressors
in a single compression plant has become common design practice
over the last 20 years as this arrangement can provide some
benefits for highly cyclical process profiles. In many of theses
stations, the compressors are placed in parallel operation such
that large gas turbine driven centrifugal compressors provide the
base-load compression while smaller reciprocating compressors
follow cyclical or peaking demand compression demands. In these
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cases, the centrifugal compressor may experience some pulsations
from the reciprocating compressor on both the common suction
and discharge headers, but good reciprocating compressor bottle
and manifold designs usually result in minimal impact on the
operational stability of the centrifugal compressor.

However, some recent designs have reciprocating compressors
placed in series with centrifugal compressors for either high
pressure ratio applications or to take advantage of the operational
flexibility of a centrifugal compressor (i.e., both arrangements with
the reciprocating compressor upstream and downstream of the
centrifugal compressor are proposed). For example, a centrifugal
compressor may be placed upstream of a reciprocating compressor
in gas-reinjection applications to handle the higher flow volumes at
low pressure while the reciprocating compressors are better
equipped for high pressures and pressure ratios.

On the other hand, centrifugal compressors are often installed
downstream of one or multiple reciprocating compressors in gas
gathering applications where multiple, very low pressure streams
from the reciprocating compressor(s) are combined into one larger
volume medium pressure stream to be compressed to pipeline
pressure by the centrifugal compressor. These plant arrangements
can lead to significantly higher relative pulsations on the centrifugal
compressor than parallel operation, and the operational stability of
the compressor may be affected. Typically, a centrifugal compressor
operating with a suction pressure of 40 bar (600 psi) and discharge
pressure of 70 bar (1000 psi) may experience upstream pulsations
from a reciprocating compressor exceeding 10 bar (150 psi)
peak-to-peak, if no pulsation attenuation devices (bottles, choke
tubes, or orifice plates) are utilized or an acoustic pipe resonance
exists. These suction pressure variations of up to 25 percent
will clearly present a challenge for any centrifugal compressor
aerodynamic stability, especially if the compressor operates near
its surge line. Thus, the piping arrangement between reciprocating
and centrifugal compressors must be properly analyzed to avoid
acoustic resonance conditions and/or attenuate the pressure
pulsations from the reciprocating compressor.

A methodology and examples of such an analysis are presented
herein. To properly model the highly pulsating pipe flow, a full
1-D transient Navier-Stokes code was developed for any piping
network matrix. Boundary condition pulsations are generated by a
reciprocating compressor cylinder model and a simple centrifugal
compressor flow interface. The resulting total impact of the
combined pulsation, including the effects of pipe resonant conditions,
was imposed on the centrifugal operating map as either suction or
discharge pressure fluctuations to determine the effect on the
operational stability of the compressor. Example results on
centrifugal compressor performance impact, surge margin, and
choke limits and other operational margins are discussed below.

BACKGROUND

Classical pulsating flow compressor manifold and piping design
involves optimum selection and use of primary volumes, choke
tubes, and secondary volumes, as well as cylinder phase cancellation.
These elements are used in designing pulsation filters that provide
a sufficient volume for the high unsteady flow entering and leaving
the compressor cylinders. While providing sufficient volume to
filter the unsteady flow pulsations from the compressor, these
filters must also be designed to avoid excitation of “acoustic”
resonance inherent to the installation piping and in the compressor
station filter system (Smalley, et al., 1995). However, even well
designed pulsation dampeners for reciprocating compressors
allow low frequency pressure pulsations in the range of one to
several percent of the operating pressure to enter the piping system
(Kurz, et al., 2006).

A centrifugal compressor either attenuates or amplifies pulsations
at its discharge or suction side, because it reacts to any fluctuation
in flow with a fluctuation in head and, thus, pressure ratio, which
can be easily seen from its performance characteristic in Figure 1.

Especially for very slow fluctuations (less than 1 Hz), the process
control system, in the attempt to keep the suction or discharge
pressure constant, may cause problems by cycling the power
generated by the gas turbine, and subsequently the speed of
the compressor.

Figure 1. Pulsation Transmission in Centrifugal Compressors.
(Courtesy Sparks, 1983)

Sparks (1983) explains the process as the interaction of a piping
system with given acoustic impedance and a compressor that reacts
to a change in flow with a change in head (or pressure ratio). The
piping impedance is usually a combination of resistive impedance
(i.e., due to frictional losses) and acoustic inertia (due to the mass of
the gas in the pipe) and stiffness (due to the compressibility of the
mass in the pipe). The compressor head-flow characteristic will
exceedingly differ from the steady-state characteristic for higher
fluctuation frequencies. Sparks (1983) also discusses practical piping
system design approaches to reduce pulsation levels using acoustic
elements, such as bottles, nozzles, choke-tubes, and resonators.

A number of other studies are available in the public domain that
evaluates the impact of flow pulsations on turbomachines. A
detailed literature review on this topic was provided by Kurz, et al.
(2006), and an overview of the state-of-the-art of pulsation analysis
technologies was included in Brun, et al. (2007) and thus, these
studies are not further discussed herein. However, relevant
references are provided for completeness in the REFERENCE and
BIBLIOGRAPHY sections of this paper.

RATIONALE

In the past, for low-speed reciprocating gas compressors,
acoustic (pressure) pulsation, and mechanical resonance avoidance
were used to sufficiently control pulsation and vibration levels at
a gas compressor station. To determine the acoustic resonance
frequencies, solvers of the transient acoustic wave equations were
utilized, which have been demonstrated to provide, in most cases,
accurate results for compression system resonance frequencies and
reasonable agreement for pulsation amplitudes. However, the
mathematical assumptions associated with solving the acoustic
linearized wave equations must lead to discrepancies in amplitude
predictions, as these equations are only a partial physical model of
the actual transient fluid dynamics. Furthermore, inherently any
acoustic wave model in the frequency domain cannot accurately
predict steady and transient pressure drops, as no bulk flow is
modeled. Especially for modern variable speed high-speed
reciprocating compression systems, where complete resonance
avoidance is often impossible, accurate prediction of pressure
amplitudes is critical to allow for proper structural pipe and pipe
support design. Unfortunately, for these cases both frequency and
amplitude predictions of pressures have been demonstrated to be
inaccurate (Brun, et al., 2007).

A full one-dimensional representation of the governing transient
fluid dynamic equations (the Navier-Stokes equations) can provide
a more thorough solution for the pulsating flow field and can
provide more accurate pulsation amplitude predictions. This is
particularly critical in the design of piping systems between
variable high-speed reciprocating compressors and centrifugal
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compressors, as the centrifugal compressor stability is sensitive to
high pulsating flows (Kurz, et al., 2006) and as operating at
resonance frequencies cannot usually be avoided.

When a centrifugal and a reciprocating compressor are interfaced
within the same piping system, there are principally three
transient fluid mechanisms that have the potential to create
damaging inlet/outlet conditions on the centrifugal compressor.
These mechanisms are:

• Pulsations generated by the reciprocating compressor.

• Pulsations generated by the reciprocating compressor that are
amplified by an acoustic resonance within the piping system.

• A mismatch between the operating points of the centrifugal and
reciprocating compressor causing the machines to continuously
“hunt” for a stable operating point.

All of these mechanisms can move the centrifugal compressor
operating point into a surge or choke (stonewall) condition and,
thus, should be avoided or at least controlled. Pulsation mechanisms
1 and 2 can be mostly analyzed using a basic (classic) acoustic
pulsation model (transient wave equation) of the piping system.
However, the analysis of transient flow created by an operating
unbalance between the compressors (mechanism 3) requires a “true”
transient flow solver that fully models flow density and pressure
changes and also properly models the physical (thermodynamic)
function of compressors. The operational unbalance is created by
the fact that for a given running speed a reciprocating compressor
is effectively a constant volume-flow machine (with only a small
range depending on the compressor’s clearance volume), whereas
a centrifugal compressor is controlled by fixed head-flow
relationship. Any mismatch in volume flow between the compressors
will create a pressure imbalance that moves the operating point of
both centrifugal and reciprocating compressors. In most cases, this
results in continuous low frequency pressure fluctuations that are
not necessarily periodic. This fluctuation is a complex function of
the operating condition, compressor designs, and the interconnecting
piping geometry. The analysis is often further complicated by the
control system of the centrifugal compressor, which is designed to
vary the speed of the compressor to maintain either a constant
discharge or suction pressure. A continuous nonperiodic cycling of
the centrifugal compressor speed is often the result.

Obviously, for this type of analysis, any “linearized” solutions of the
transient wave equation or even transient perturbation transport
solutions, such as those employing the method of characteristics or
finite wave methods, are inherently not suitable, as they do not fully
model the fluid flow and compressor physics. Thus, a full solution of the
Navier-Stokes equation coupled with physical compressor models is the
most appropriate solver to model the transient fluid flow and interaction
of interconnected reciprocating and centrifugal compressors.

ANALYSIS MODEL

A full one-dimensional time-domain flow solver applicable to
any complex interconnected manifold and piping system was
developed to determine the highly transient fluid pulsations in
mixed reciprocating and centrifugal compressor stations. This
transient flow solver included all terms of the governing equations,
including fluid inertia, diffusion, viscosity, and energy dissipation.
Physical models for both centrifugal and reciprocating compressors
were also derived and implemented into the solver.

Compressor Models

The state of the gas in any compressor manifold and attached
piping system is determined by two factors: 

• The kinematics of the compressor drive, which provides a
forcing inlet boundary condition to the piping system, and

• the fluid dynamic behavior (response) of the piping system and
all outlet boundary condition.

A reciprocating compressor cylinder boundary condition is
determined from its piston position, z(j), which is given by:

and the cylinder valve positions, which are a function of the
cylinder internal pressure. For a centrifugal compressor, boundary
conditions can be derived directly from a specific compressor
performance map as shown in Figure 2. This map must be
obtained from the centrifugal compressor manufacturer or from
test data. For numerical simplicity, this map can often be further
simplified by nondimensionalizing the flow and head into
characteristic psi-phi (Shapiro, 1996) curves. However, given the
very short period of flow transients (in the order of 0.5 to 100 Hz)
and the significant rotational inertia of a gas turbine driven
centrifugal compressor, it is accurate to model the centrifugal
compressor as a constant speed machine. This assumption can be
validated for a given application by calculating a nondimensional
parameter that ratios pulsating aerodynamic torque on the
impeller with the rotor’s total angular inertia. The authors derived
(and have successfully utilized) the following nondimensional
(Brun-Kurz) number, C, for this analysis:

where �m is the inlet mass flow pulsation peak-to-peak magnitude,
is the angular speed of the centrifugal compressor (in rad/s), r is the
tip radius of the centrifugal compressor impeller, J is the moment
of inertia of the rotor, and f is the pulsation frequency (in Hz). For
small values of the Brun-Kurz number, C, the inertial forces
dominate the pulsating aerodynamically induced torque, and one
can assume that the impeller speed remains constant and unaffected
by pulsations. This simplifies the centrifugal compressor boundary
condition to a simple second order polynomial:

where the coefficients are determined from the compressor map. A
parabola was used herein but for some applications a higher order
polynomial can provide a better representation of the compressor
map. The limits of this polynomial are surge on the low flow side
and choke on the high flow side. Thus, for a given compressor
speed, Equation (3) and the fan law are utilized to obtain flow for
a given pressure suction and discharge condition.

Figure 2. Typical Compressor Map for Boundary Condition.
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Governing Equations

A thorough description of the governing equations of one-
dimensional transient flow was provided by Morini, et al. (2007)
and, thus, the derivation is only briefly reviewed. Collectively,
the continuity, momentum, and energy equation generalized for
compressible Newtonian fluids (the Navier-Stokes equations)
govern compressible fluid flow in a compressor manifold system.
In order to solve for pressure and velocity in one dimension, the
momentum and continuity equations may be used in combination
with an equation-of-state. These equations provide three independent
solutions for three unknowns (usually pressure, density, and velocity).

The transient 1-D momentum equation (without the influence of
body forces, such as gravity) is expressed as:

The continuity equation is:

In the above momentum equation, the viscosity, µ, in the
streamwise (x) direction is the combined viscosity and turbulent
eddy viscosity, where the turbulent eddy viscosity is usually
determined using a second order Reynolds number based turbulence
model. The second viscous loss term can simply be treated as a pipe
friction loss, f.

The friction factor k is obtained from empirical models (e.g.,
Moody diagram). Note that the energy equation is not included
here as it can be solved as a simple algebraic pressure loss equation.

The turbulence eddy viscosity is handled explicitly and is determined
from a second order Reynolds number turbulence model. In pipe flow,
there are two terms in the momentum equation that include viscosity:

a) The second partial derivative in the streamwise direction, and

b) the second partial derivative in the stream-normal direction.

The (b) term can be treated implicitly using a basic pipe friction
loss coefficient and does not require viscosity directly (only within
the context of Reynolds number). The (a) term does require
viscosity (and turbulence eddy viscosity) directly and must be
handled explicitly. To properly capture the nonlinearity of this
term, small time-steps and fine grid spacing is required. However,
as this time-step and grid spacing is not smaller than what is
required to capture complex wave shapes of high frequency
pulsating flow, this was not found to be a limitation.

Thus, the transient inviscid momentum equation is:

Note that the viscosity term was eliminated in the above equation
(i.e., these equations are effectively Euler equations). However, the
viscosity and pressure (energy) loss terms are not neglected, but
rather are explicitly treated at every time-step and used to correct
pressures and velocities at all nodes.

In order to account for changes in area in the system, area must
be included in the continuity equation. Area may be regarded as
constant with respect to time and space, and as such, it may be
brought inside the derivative.

The momentum equation can be rewritten as:

For acoustic applications, the speed of sound, c, is substituted for
density as the speed of sound can be directly determined from the
equation of state:

which can also be written as:

for a real gas. For a given pressure, density, and isentropic
coefficient this also equals the gas Mach number, m. Thus, after
substituting m from Equation (11), the final equations are:

Numerical Method

The Lax-Wendroff method was selected for speed and stability
as the most appropriate numerical approach to solve the above
equations. As this method is well described in the literature
(Fletcher, 1991), it is only briefly outlined herein. The LW2
method uses a basic forward time and centered space numerical
approximation as a first step, but requires finding an intermediate
time solution at t = * and an intermediate space solution at x = j+½.
A centered space and forward time scheme is applied at the
intermediate time-step in the second step equation to derive the
final spatial and time derivatives.

The momentum and continuity equations shown above can
be expressed in the following form for the numerical
approximation scheme:

where q and F are vectors:

As previously noted, here the energy equation and viscosity are
decoupled and treated explicitly in between time-steps to enhance
computational efficiency. This results in a two-equation model
with the requirement for relatively small time-steps but a time-space
step dependency. The viscous energy loss terms can be divided into
pipe friction loss and through-flow viscous energy dissipation;
both terms are separately calculated and applied at all nodes. One
should note that the viscous through-flow energy dissipation
represents the velocity gradient losses in the pipe flow direction,
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which is usually very small for steady flow but can be significant
for pulsating flows. The conventional pipe friction loss must also
be included, as it accounts for the normal flow gradient viscous
losses, which are primarily steady-state effects.

Within this project, a three-equation model (with the energy
equation coupled) was also developed and compared to the
two-equation model; as differences were found to be negligible,
only the two-equation model was further advanced. One should
note that the energy losses of the system are effectively pressure
drops (and can be obtained from well-established empirical pipe
friction formulations), whereas the viscosity term results in an
enthalpy reduction that must be converted to a pressure drop to be
useful in the above model.

Unless a cooler is utilized, measurements at many stations have
shown that gas temperature drops between compressor discharge
and station exit are less than 0.5C (32.9F) because of the
dominant convection heat transfer from the process gas. Even at
very low ambient conditions, the gas temperatures throughout
compressor stations tend to be constant and, thus, the influence of
heat transfer on the pulsation can be neglected. Nonetheless, the
model does allow for gas temperature changes, but they are
included in the model in the form of gas property changes from the
real equation-of-state of the particular gas mixture (no ideal gas
assumption) rather than heat transfer in the energy equation.

Equation Discretization

The spatial derivative is solved at every half-step using the
following equation to yield an intermediate transient derivative at
time = *:

In discretized form, using a forward time and centered space
method, the above derivatives become:

The time derivative is solved for the intermediate time-step.
A linear relationship is assumed to exist qj and qj+1, and a

weighted value based on the physical length of �xj!1 and �xj is
used to estimate q at j+½ for t = n:

where:

the resultant equation for the first time-step is:

For the second time-step, the governing equation is applied to
provide the final q values at x = j and t = n+1, namely:

The discretized version of the second step-time equation, using a
forward time and centered space scheme, results as follows:

Figure 3 graphically represents this discretization formulation.
The advantages and limitations of the above described method
are discussed by Fletcher (1991) and are thus not further
discussed herein.

Figure 3. Lax-Wendroff Discretization.

In a complex piping system, the above set of equations must be
individually solved for all pipe segments with the appropriate inlet
and outlet conditions updated at each time-step. Within each pipe
segment, the simple central difference discretization (as described
above) and time-space forward marching solution was utilized.
Pressure losses inside the pipe and at the interfaces are determined
from basic pipe friction loss models, and viscosity losses are
directly calculated from the discretized viscosity term of the
momentum equation (along the flow direction); these two terms are
applied at every time-step at every applicable node. Thus, the
viscous terms are not simply treated as a pipe friction loss but also
include a discretization of the x viscous term (in the flow
direction). The x discretized term and the pipe friction viscous term
are calculated for each node after determining the half step (j+½)
and are then included to determine the full step (j+1). This allows
for coupling of the viscous terms with the inertial and pressure
terms of the momentum equations.

Pipe inlet and outlet conditions, which are also enforced at every
time-step, where either active inlet forced (sinusoid, square wave)
or active unforced functions (compressor), pipe intersections
(branching nodes), or passive-end conditions (infinite pipe,
open- or closed-end).

Pipe Interfaces

Formulations must be provided to determine boundary conditions
at multiple pipe interfaces, such as pipe tees or joints. The continuity
equation may be applied to determine the resulting velocity in
each pipe inlet and outlet. The two cases are shown below in
Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4. Branching Node Intersection (2 inlets/1 outlet).
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Figure 5. Branching Node Intersection (1 inlet/2 outlets).

If two inlet flows (Reach 0 and 1) combine to provide a final
output flow (Reach 2) as in Figure 4, then the equations for the
velocity at the intersection point based on the velocities in each
reach can be derived as follows:

where:

The average area of the intersection point is used to solve for the
inlet velocity in each reach at the intersection point. Pressure is
assumed to be equal at the intersection point at each time-step. The
pressure in each reach at the node previous to the reach (i.e., at
(j!1) if the intersection point is considered to be j) is used to
determine the weighted contribution toward the pressure at the
intersection point. The pressure is weighted by multiplying by the
area of the reach and normalizing it by the total intersection area.
The equation used to determine pressure at the intersection point is
given in Equation (27).

Using these equations, the velocity at the intersection point in
each reach is based on continuity, and the pressure at the intersection
point is based on the weighted average of the pressures in each
reach. The interface nodes are actually zero-volume nodes and,
thus, although integral expressions are used, there is no difference
between this approach and any differential interface implementation.
As the interface pressures and mass flows are determined from a
balance of the surrounding nodes, transient terms of the governing
equations are implicitly included.

End Conditions

Boundary end-conditions, such as open-ended pipe, closed
pipe, or infinite pipe also must be defined but are relatively
straightforwardly determined from basic physics. For example, at

an open-ended pipe, the interface node pressure is set to ambient
while velocity is conserved. Similarly, at a pipe closed-end, the
velocity is set to zero and pressure maintained. Inlet conditions
can be either forced with a hard boundary condition (sinusoids
or square waves) or unforced with a downstream dependent
function (compressor cylinders). As compressor cylinders are
varying-volume machines, boundary conditions, based on velocity
rather than pressure, were found to be more practical and physical
to implement. The applicable boundary and interface conditions
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Pipe Interface and End Conditions.

Code Implementation

The unsteady one-dimensional Navier-Stokes code was written
for a complex system of pipes with multiple interfaces and has all
standard boundary conditions, such as open ends, closed ends, a
compressor cylinder, sine wave, and square waves, available.
Interfaces between pipe segments can be one-on-one, two-on-one,
one-on-two, one-on-three, or three-on-one and include discrete
pressure drops at the segment interfaces. Other boundary conditions
are either passive (closed wall, open wall, infinite pipe) or active
(compressor, sine wave, square wave). The pipe areas can change
either gradually (transition piece) or abruptly (open-end or bottles)
within the pipes or at the interfaces of pipe segments. Models with
up to 60 interconnected pipe segments were successfully tested. A
Microwoft® Windows file pre-processor, graphical user interface,
and graphical post-processor (for frequency and time domain data)
were also implemented. Figure 6 shows the user interface for a
typical compression station model. Full frequency sweeps can be
performed with all boundary conditions. The post-processor
interface includes a Hanning window function, a time domain, and
a fast Fourier transform (FFT) output option. A detailed validation
of the subject code was presented by Brun, et al. (2007).

Figure 6. Graphical User Interface for Solver.
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CASE STUDIES

The above-described software was utilized to determine the
transient flow and operation of a set of simple compression
systems as shown in Figures 7 through 9. These idealized cases
were chosen to illustrate the methodology. In these cases, a
double-acting reciprocating compressor (two single-ended
cylinders at 180 degrees out of phase) was mounted 30 m (98.4 ft)
upstream from a centrifugal compressor. Case 1 is simple straight
pipe, while Cases 2 and 3 include pulsation attenuation devices in
the pipe system. Namely, Case 2 incorporates a simple orifice
(area ratio 1:5) while Case 3 has a bottle with internal choke tube
(bottle area ratio 6:1, choke tube area ratio 1:4) and also an orifice
plate (area ratio 1:5). The fluid in the system is methane at an
absolute pressure of 2089 kPa (303 psi) (at the reciprocating
compressor discharge), a speed of sound of 1456.7 ft/s (444 m/s)
and an isentropic coefficient of 1.35. The reciprocating compressor
has the following design data:

• Stroke: 0.2 m (07. ft)

• Bore area: 0.05 m2 (77.5 in2)

• Rod length: 0.5 m (1.6 ft)

• Speed: 10-20 Hz

• Pressure ratio: 2.0

• Clearance volume: 5 percent (0.0005 m3) (30.5 in3)

Figure 7. Case 1—Reciprocating Compressor Upstream of
Centrifugal Compressor.

Figure 8. Case 2—Reciprocating Compressor Upstream of
Centrifugal Compressor with Orifice Plate.

Figure 9. Case 3—Reciprocating Compressor Upstream of Centrifugal
Compressor with Bottle, Choke Tube, and Orifice Plate.

The resulting flow ranged between 3.5 to 7.3 lbs/s (1.6 to 3.3
kg/s) and the power (calculated for the compressor p-v curve)
ranged between 160 to 340 kW, primarily depending on compressor
speed. Figure 10 shows the power required and flow produced by
the reciprocating compressor over a speed sweep from 10 to 20 Hz.
For this example, the centrifugal compressor modeled as operating
at the lower end of its head-flow map at a constant speed of
8000 rpm (refer to Figure 16 for the head-flow map used). The
nondimensional Brun-Kurz number that relates rotor inertia to
aerodynamic pulsation torque, Cs, (described in Equation [2])
ranges between 0.001 and 0.002 for this case, which indicates that
the centrifugal compressor’s angular speed will not fluctuate due to
the inlet pulsations. To simplify the example further, it is assumed
that the compressor operates on constant speed control. Thus, as
the reciprocating compressor speed and flow increases, the
downstream centrifugal compressor will simply follow its speed
line and decrease head until it reaches choke. The surge limit at the
8000 rpm speed is at a minimum flow of 3.8 lbs/s (1.7 kg/s) and
choke is at a minimum pressure ratio of 1.1.

Figure 10. Reciprocating Compressor Power Required.

Compressor Inlet Pulsations

The transient flow field at the compressor inlet is presented in
Figures 11 through 14. These data can be viewed and analyzed
in various forms. For example, Figure 11 simply shows the
compressor inlet velocity as a function of time for Case 2. High
velocity fluctuations can be observed, with the compressor inlet
flow fluctuations being largest at about 7 seconds into the speed
sweep. Inlet flow velocity pulsations continuously reach negative
values between 6 to 10 seconds of the sweep. As in this case a 10
to 20 Hz frequency sweep was performed over a 10-second
interval, it can be deduced that the compressor would experience
inlet flow reversal (and, thus, immediate surge) at any reciprocating
compressor operating speed above 16 Hz (6 seconds). Thus,
without any further analysis, it becomes apparent that the system
would not operate as designed over the full speed range.

Figure 11. Case 2—Centrifugal Compressor Inlet Velocity Versus Time.

To perform a more rigorous analysis, it is more convenient to
plot pressure versus frequency to determine not just pulsations but
also any low frequency total pressure trends. For example, Figures
12 through 14 show the compressor inlet pressure as a function of
frequency for Cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Both Cases 2 and 3
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utilize pulsation attenuation devices and, thus, have significantly
lower pulsations than Case 1. Peak amplitudes are seen at compressor
speeds of 18, 17, and 19 Hz for Cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Surprisingly, although Case 3 utilizes a bottle, choke tube, and an
orifice, the pulsation amplitude reduction when compared to case
2 (which only uses an orifice) is not significant. Furthermore, low
frequency flow transients are clearly more pronounced for Case 3
than for Case 2. This indicates that the pulsation attenuation for
Case 3 is not well-designed and that the compressors are not
mass-flow matched (as discussed above). When comparing Cases
1, 2, and 3, one should also note that the attenuation devices not
only affect the pulsation magnitudes but also result in a pronounced
resonance frequency shift.

Figure 12. Case 1—Centrifugal Compressor Inlet Pressure
Fluctuation Versus Frequency.

Figure 13. Case 2—Centrifugal Compressor Inlet Pressure
Fluctuation Versus Frequency.

Figure 14. Case 3—Centrifugal Compressor Inlet Pressure
Fluctuation Versus Frequency.

Figure 15 shows the inlet pressure pulsations when converted to
the frequency domain (using a fast Fourier transform). The plot
compares the peak-hold pressures in the frequency domain to
determine all critical system resonance frequencies excited by the
reciprocating compressor over its design operating range. The
frequency domain results show that, except for Case 1 where high
first order pulsations are in the 10 to 20 Hz range, the majority
of peak-to-peak pulsations for Cases 2 and 3 are second order
synchronous. This type of system response is relatively common
for double-acting reciprocating piston cylinders on a common and
well-balanced header. Case 1 shows a strong first order resonance
at 11 Hz and then equally strong second and third order resonances

at 22 and 33 Hz. For Case 2, the first order response was filtered
by the orifice, but weak second and third order responses are still
evident. As previously noted, the addition of a bottle and choke
tube for Case 3 did not provide significant additional pulsation
damping but shifted resonance frequencies to above 26 Hz (second
order) and 39 Hz (third order). Shifting resonance frequencies
away from a desired operating speed is a useful feature of
bottle-choke-tube combinations and is commonly used in piping
pulsation design.

Figure 15. Cases 1, 2, and 3 Pulsation Spectrum.

Piping System Head Losses

Obviously, when designing a compression station piping system,
the total pressure drop across the piping system is the most critical
design objective, once flow stability is assured. A well-designed
interconnect piping should have minimum pressure losses while
providing adequate pulsation damping to avoid damaging the
machinery and piping. Unfortunately, acoustic attenuation devices,
such as orifice plates, bottles, and choke tubes have inherently high
pressure losses. For example, Table 2 shows the pressure drop
across the piping systems for the above Cases 1, 2, and 3. Table 2
also demonstrates the total power of the reciprocating compressor
that is lost due to these pressure drops.

Table 2. Interconnect Pipe Pressure Losses.

Clearly, the attenuation devices in Cases 2 and 3 are the cause
for significant flow head losses and, thus, total system efficiency.
For Case 3, nearly 3.1 percent of the power to compress the gas is
lost for pulsation attenuation in the downstream piping.

Impact on Centrifugal Compressor

As previously noted, for modeling purposes, it is acceptable to
assume that the relatively fast flow transients experienced by the
centrifugal compressor do not affect the compressor’s operational
speed. The centrifugal compressor continues to operate at a constant
speed as the rotational inertia of the compressor (and power turbine)
will torsionally dampen any fluid induced by the rapid blade loading
changes. Thus, the compressor will operate on a fixed head-flow
speed line, which is limited by surge on the low flow/high pressure
and choke on the high flow/low pressure side. As previously noted,
this curve can be functionally expressed by Equation (3).

Although, choke should be avoided, as it is an inefficient
operating regime, it is not necessarily damaging to the compressor.
On the other hand, it is critical to avoid any kind of surge event, as
these can cause bearing or seal damage, blade rubbing, or even
catastrophic compressor failures. The surge limit of the compressor
at a given speed is usually defined by a flow limit, whereas choke
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is defined by a minim head. Strong pulsations in pressure and flow
have the capability to move a centrifugal compressor into surge or
choke. For example, Figure 11 (Case 2) above clearly showed that
the centrifugal compressor would experience very low and even
negative inlet flows for short periodic time intervals when the
upstream reciprocating compressor runs at any speed above 16 Hz
(960 rpm). In this case, a strong pulsation second order harmonic
at 33 Hz is evident in Figure 15. Thus, the time intervals of
significant negative flows at the centrifugal compressor inlet are
approximately 0.029 s (1/frequency) long. During these short
periods, the centrifugal compressor would likely experience
periodic surge events. However, if the reciprocating compressor
speed is limited to below 15 Hz, the centrifugal compressor
operation would be maintained stable. Clearly, using proper
pulsation piping system design analysis, one can identify damaging
operating speeds and design machine controls with speed
exclusion region to achieve safe system operation.

On the other hand, for Case 3, the stable centrifugal compressor
operating range is shifted to slightly above 18 Hz, as can be seen in
Figure 14. Here, minimum inlet flow velocities stay above the 3.8
lbs/s (1.7 kg/s) surge limit on the 8000 rpm speed line, as long as
the reciprocating compressor operates below 18 Hz or above 19.5
Hz. The periodic cycling of the centrifugal compressor’s operating
point can be plotted on its head-flow curve to visualize the impact
of inlet pulsations on its performance and stability. For example,
Figure 16 shows the centrifugal compressor operating point variations
(on the map) due to inlet flow pulsations when both compressors are
operating at two fixed speed conditions. The two cases shown are:

• The centrifugal compressor running 8,000 rpm and the reciprocating
compressor at 17 Hz (fixed speed) and

• The centrifugal and reciprocating compressors at 12,000 rpm and
20 Hz (fixed speed), respectively.

Although the centrifugal compressor’s operating point fluctuates
significantly on the 8000 rpm constant speed line (from 4.6 to 8.4
lbs/s [2.1 to 3.8 kg/s]) with the reciprocating compressor running at
17 Hz, the compressor will not cross the surge line at this operating
condition. However, it is still possible that the compressor may
experience diffuser stall as this is common when operating near the
surge line. Similarly, Figure 16 shows that when the same compressor
is operating at 12,000 rpm while the reciprocating compressor is
running at 20 Hz, the flow fluctuations are about 55 percent reduced
(as they are off-resonance) and there is added surge margin.

Figure 16. Operating Ranges of Centrifugal Compressor Due to
Inlet Pulsations.

This wide operating point fluctuation is still not desirable as:

• The compressor operates a significant percentage of time away
from its best efficiency point, and

• Any small operating change could move the compressor across
the surge line.

A reduction of less than 15 percent in flow, or increase of 10 percent
in system suction pressure, would lead to compressor surge, which
indicates a severely restricted plant operating range. Also, for the
8000 rpm case the centrifugal compressor’s isentropic efficiencies
vary widely between 72 percent and 56 percent, with a time-averaged
mean value of only 61 percent. Although a functional compression
system solution was achieved, further piping pulsation and machine
design optimization would be desired for this case.

COMPARISON WITH FIELD TEST DATA

To validate the pulsation analysis software a number of
benchmarking and validation studies were undertaken using
laboratory, public domain, and field test data. Comparison to
laboratory and public domain data was described in detail by
Brun, et al. (2007), and, thus, is not further discussed herein.
However, comparison to field test data from measurements at
mixed reciprocating and centrifugal compression stations has not
previously been discussed and is included herein. The field test
data were taken in an application with an engine driven 800 hp high
speed (800 to 1000 rpm) reciprocating compressor operating in
parallel (same suction and discharge header) with a 5000 hp gas
turbine driven (9000 rpm, single case, two stage) centrifugal
compressor in a low head natural gas pipeline compression service.
During normal operation, the centrifugal compressor was utilized
for the base load flow service and the reciprocating compressor
handled capacity swings of approximately 15 percent. This rather
unusual arrangement resulted in operational problems, identified
by the operator as “mild, intermittent surge,” when the reciprocating
compressor was operating at some fixed capacity swing loads.

The entire compression station was modeled using the above
described transient flow solver and predictions were compared to
dynamic pressure measurements from field testing to validate the
software. Once good agreement between software and field
measurements was demonstrated, the software was utilized to
predict all extremes of the operating ranges of the centrifugal and
reciprocating compressors to identify whether there are any cases
in which the flow pulsations are causing the onset of surge in the
centrifugal compressor. For example, Figure 17 shows results of
reciprocating running speed versus measured peak-to-peak pulsations
at the centrifugal compressor suction from 13.3 to 16.6 Hz, i.e., a
speed sweep of the operating speed range of the reciprocating
compressor versus complex wave pressure pulsations. For these
cases, the pressure ratio of both compressors was approximately
1.25 and peak-to-peak pulsations of up to 60 psi (0.4 kPa) were
observed in the time domain measurements. Peak-to-peak pressure
pulsations were normalized by the absolute discharge pressure.
Although the software overpredicts the complex wave pulsations,
overall good agreement (within the 5 percent measurement
uncertainty) between the field data and prediction can be seen.

Table 3 shows software predictions for remaining surge margin for
a number of cases where both compressors are operating in parallel.
Observations from the operator report of surge were then compared
to the software predictions to determine whether they coincided
and properly predicted the identified intermittent surges. Software
predictions of less than 5 percent surge margins were considered to
be surge. Although these operator observations were clearly limited
in accuracy and are probably somewhat incomplete, all cases where
the operators indicated that they observed surge could be verified as
valid using the transient flow software. Also, one should note that the
centrifugal compressor speed was not recorded and so its normal
design speed (9000 rpm) was utilized for the analysis.
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Table 3. Normal Operating Cases with Both Compressors Running.

Clearly, operating reciprocating compressors near the 14.9 Hz
resonance or the 15.8 Hz resonance conditions (as shown in Figure
17) resulted in a severely limited surge margin or intermittent
surge. The above results indicate that the software is capable of
predicting pulsations in an actual compressor station and can be
utilized in the design process to avoid surge conditions.

Figure 17. Running Speed Versus Normalized Complex Wave
Pressure Pulsations.

CONCLUSIONS

The above examples demonstrate that by properly analyzing and
designing the interconnecting piping between the compressors,
utilizing pulsation attenuation devices, and matching the compressor’s
mass-flow rates, a satisfactory functional compression system
design can be achieved for even the worst cases of mixed centrifugal
and reciprocating compressor operation. Nonetheless, from the
above examples, it is also apparent that even small analysis errors,
design deviations, or machine mismatches, can lead to a severely
operational restricted (or even inoperable) compression system.
Also, pulsation attenuation designs often lead to significant piping
pressure losses. Utilizing analysis tools in the design process that can
accurately model the transient fluid dynamics of the piping system,
the pulsation attenuation devices, and the compressor machine
behavior is critical to minimize piping pressure losses and to avoid
potentially costly pulsation induced pipe or machine failures.

Acoustic analysis software that solves the linearized transient
wave equations has been traditionally utilized for the piping
resonance analysis of reciprocating compression systems. However,
these solvers were found to be inadequate for the analysis of the
pulsating flows in mixed centrifugal and reciprocating compression
systems, as they do not account for nonlinear fluid effects. Also, as
these solvers do not model physical flow (just perturbations from
mean flow), they cannot properly predict real compressor performance
and system pressure losses. Especially station designs, where the
compressor mass-flows and performances are mismatched, can lead
to the machines continuously “hunting” for a stable operating point,
resulting in global low frequency nonperiodic pressure transients in
the piping system.

A fully transient one-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation solver for
any complex system of interconnected pipes was developed and found
to be an efficient and accurate tool to accurately predict flows,
pulsation amplitudes, and frequencies in mixed compression systems.
This solver serves as an engineering tool to avoid critical piping design
and compressor matching mistakes early in the compression station
design process. However, even the most accurate transient flow solver
technology is only useful if the original compression station design and
subsequent field operating conditions reasonably coincide and if the
pulsation analysis/design recommendations are closely implemented.
Proper planning from the outset is imperative in this process.

NOMENCLATURE

A = Pipe cross-sectional area
C = Brun-Kurz number
H = Head
J = Mass moment of inertia
P = Pressure
Q = Volume flow
R = Gas constant
T = Temperature
V = Volume
Z = Compressibility
c = Speed of sound
f = Pipe friction
j = Node number
k = Pipe friction coefficient
m = Mach number
�m = Mass flow pulsation
r = Radius
t = Time
u = Local velocity
x,y = Distance
z = Piston position
� = Isentropic coefficient
l = Clearance volume
# = Viscosity
( = Density
j = Crank angle
� = Coefficient
, = Angular speed

Sub- and Superscripts

d = Discharge
i = Intersection
int = Null node and intersection
j = Mode number
n = Number of nodes in reach 
s = Suction
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